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Abstract:
The relevance of the Regular Charge-Monopole Theory to the proton structure
is described. The discussion relies on classical electrodynamics and its associated
quantum mechanics. Few experimental data are used as a clue to the specific structure
of baryons. This basis provides an explanation for the shape of the graph of the pre-
LHC proton-proton cross section data. These data also enable a description of the
significance of the expected LHC cross section measurements which will be known
soon. Problematic QCD issues are pointed out.
1. Introduction
Scattering experiments are used as a primary tool for investigating the structure
of physical objects. These experiments can be divided into several classes, depending
on the kind of colliding particles. The energy involved in scattering experiments has
increased dramatically during the previous century since the celebrated Rutherford
experiment was carried out (1909). Now, the meaningful value of scattering energy
is the quantity measured in the rest frame of the projectile-target center of energy.
Therefore, devices that use colliding beams enable measurements of very high energy
processes. The new Large Hadron Collider (LHC) facility at CERN, which is designed
to produce 14 TeV proton-proton (pp) collisions, will make a great leap forward.
This work examines the presently available pp elastic and total cross section data
(denoted by ECS and TCS, respectively) and discusses the meaning of two possible
alternatives for the LHC pp ECS values which will be known soon. The discussion
relies on the Regular Charge-Monopole Theory (RCMT) [1,2] and on its relevance to
strong interactions [3,4].
Section 2 contains a continuation of the discussion presented in [4]. It explains
the meaning of two possible LHC results of the pp ECS. Inherent QCD difficulties
to provide an explanation for the data are discussed in section 3. The last section
contains concluding remarks.
2. The Proton-Proton Elastic Cross Section
The discussion carried out below is a continuation of [4]. Here it aims to examine
possible LHC’s ECS results and their implications for the proton structure. Thus,
for the reader’s convenience, the relevant points of [4] are presented briefly in the
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Figure 1: A qualitative description of the pre-LHC proton-proton cross section versus
the laboratory momentum P. Axes are drawn in a logarithmic scale. The solid line
denotes elastic cross section and the broken line denotes total cross section. (The
accurate figure can be found in [5]). Points A-E help the discussion (see text).
following lines.
RCMT is the theoretical basis of the discussion and strong interactions are re-
garded as interactions between magnetic monopoles which obey the laws derived from
RCMT. Two important results of RCMT are described here:
1. Charges do not interact with bound fields of monopoles and monopoles do not
interact with bound fields of charges. Charges interact with all fields of charges
and with radiation fields emitted from monopoles. Monopoles interact with all
fields of monopoles and with radiation fields emitted from charges.
2. The unit of the elementary magnetic charge g is a free parameter. However,
hadronic data indicate that this unit is much larger than that of the electric
charge: g2 ≫ e2 ≃ 1/137. (Probably g2 ≃ 1.)
The application of RCMT to strong interactions regards quarks as spin-1/2 Dirac
particles that carry a magnetic monopole unit. A proton has three valence quarks
and a core that carries three monopole units of the opposite sign. Thus, a proton is
a magnetic monopole analogue of a nonionized atom. By virtue of the first RCMT
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result, one understands why electrons (namely, pure charges) do not participate in
strong interactions whereas photons do that [6]. Referring to the pre-LHC data, it is
shown in [4] that, beside the three valence quarks, a proton has a core that contains
inner closed shells of quarks.
Applying the correspondence between a nonionized atom and a proton, one infers
the validity of screening effects and of an analogue of the Franck-Hertz effect that
takes place for the proton’s quarks. Thus, quarks of closed shells of the proton’s core
behave like inert objects for cases where the projectile’s energy is smaller than the
appropriate threshold.
The pre-LHC pp scattering data is depicted in fig. 1. Let ep denote both electron-
proton and positron-proton interaction. Comparing the ep scattering data with those
of pp, one finds a dramatic difference between both the ECS and the TCS character-
istics of these experiments. Thus, the deep inelastic and the Rosenbluth ep formulas
respectively show that TCS decreases together with an increase of the collision energy
and that at the high energy region, ECS decreases even faster and takes a negligible
part of the entire TCS events (see [7], p. 266). The pp data of fig. 1 show a completely
different picture. Indeed, for high energy, both the TCS and the ECS pp graphs go
up with collision energy and ECS takes about 15% of the total events.
The last property proves that a proton contains a quite solid component that can
take the heavy blow of a high energy pp collision and leave each of the two colliding
protons intact. Valence quarks certainly cannot do this, because in the case of a high
energy ep scattering, an electron collides with a valence quark. Now, in this case,
deep inelastic scattering dominates and elastic events are very rare. The fact that
the quite solid component is undetected in an ep scattering experiment, proves that
it is a spinless electrically neutral component. This outcome provides a very strong
support for the RCMT interpretation of hadrons, where baryons have a core [3,4].
The foregoing points enable one to interprete the shape of the pp ECS graph of
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fig. 1. Thus, for energies smaller than that of point A of the figure, the wave length is
long and effects of large distance between the colliding protons dominate the process.
Here the ordinary Coulomb potential, 1/r, holds and the associated 1/p2 decrease of
the graph is in accordance with the Rutherford and Mott formulas (see [7], p. 192)
(
dσ
dΩ
)Mott =
α2 cos2(θ/2)
4p2 sin4(θ/2)[1 + (2p/M) sin2(θ/2)]
, (1)
At the region of points A-B, the rapidly varying nuclear force makes the undulating
shape of the graph. Results of screening effects of the valence quarks are seen for
momentum values belonging to the region of points B-C. Indeed, a correspondence
holds for electrons in an atom and quarks (that carry a monopole unit) in a proton.
Hence, for a core-core interaction, the screening associated with the valence quarks
weakens as the distance from the proton’s center becomes smaller. It means that the
strength of the core’s monopole potential arises faster than the Coulomb 1/r formula.
For this reason, the decreasing slope of the graph between points B-C is smaller than
that which is seen on the left hand side of point A.
The ECS graph stops decreasing and begins to increase on the right hand side of
point C. This change of the graph’s slope indicates that for this energy a new effect
shows up. Indeed, assume that the proton consists of just valence quarks and an
elementary pointlike core which is charged with three monopole units of the opposite
sign. Then, as the energy increases and the wave length decreases, the contribution of
the inner proton region becomes more significant. Now, at inner regions, the valence
quarks’ screening effect fades away and the potential tends to the Coulomb formula
1/r. Hence, in this case, the steepness of the decreasing graph between points B-C
should increase near point C and tend to the Coulomb-like steepness of the graph on
the left hand side of point A. The data negate this expectation. Thus, the increase
of the graph on the right hand side of point C indicates the existence of inner closed
shells of quarks at the proton. It is concluded that at these shells, a new screening
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effect becomes effective.
It is interesting to note that at the same momentum region also the TCS graph
begins to increase and that on the right hand side of point C, the vertical distance
between the two graphs is uniform. The logarithmic scale of the figure proves that,
at this region, the ratio ECS to TCS practically does not change. The additional
TCS events are related to an analogue of the Franck-Hertz effect. Here a quark of the
closed shells is struck out of its shell. This effect corresponds to the ep deep inelastic
process and it is likely to produce an inelastic event.
The main problem to be discussed here is the specific structure of the proton’s
closed shells of quarks. One may expect that the situation takes the simplest case and
that the core’s closed shells consist of just two u quarks and two d quarks that occupy
an S shell. The other extreme is the case where the proton is analogous to a very
heavy atom and the proton’s core contains many closed shells of quarks. Thus, the
energy of the higher group of the core’s shells takes quite similar value and their radial
wave functions partially overlap. (Below, finding the actual structure of the proton’s
core is called Problem A.) The presently known pp ECS data which is depicted in
fig. 1 is used for describing the relevance of the LHC future data to Problem A.
The rise of the pp ECS graph on the right hand side of point C is related to a
screening effect of the proton’s inner closed shells. Now, if the simplest case which
is described above holds then, for higher energies, this effect should diminish and
the graph is expected to stop rising and pass near the open circle of fig. 1, which
is marked by the letter D. On the other hand, if the proton’s core contains several
closed shells having a similar energy and a similar radial distribution, then before
the screening contribution of the uppermost closed shell fades away another shell is
expected to enter the dynamics. In this case, the graph is expected to continue rising
up to the full LHC energy and pass near the gray circle of fig. 1, which is marked by
the letter E [8].
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The foregoing discussion shows one example explaining how the LHC data will
improve our understanding of the proton’s structure.
3. Inherent QCD Difficulties
Claims stating that QCD is unable to provide an explanation for the pp cross
section data have been published in the last decade [9]. Few specific reasons justifying
these claims are listed below. The examples rely on QCD’s main property where
baryons consist of three valence quarks, gluons and possible pairs of quark-antiquark.
• Deep inelastic ep scattering proves that for a very high energy, elastic events
are very rare (see [7], p. 266). It means that an inelastic event is found for
nearly every case where a quark is struck violently by an electron. On the other
hand, fig. 1 proves that for high energy, elastic pp events take about 15% of
the total events. Therefore, one wonders what is the proton’s component that
takes the heavy blow of a high energy pp collision and is able to leave the two
colliding protons intact? Moreover, why this component is not observed in the
corresponding ep scattering?
• A QCD property called Asymptotic Freedom (see [10], p. 397) states that the
interaction strength tends to zero at a very small vicinity of a QCD particle.
Thus, at this region, a QCD interaction is certainly much weaker than the
corresponding Coulomb-like interaction. Now, the general expression for the
elastic scattering amplitude is (see [7], p. 186)
Mif =
∫
ψ∗fV ψid
3x, (2)
where V represents the interaction. Evidently, for very high energy, the con-
tribution of a very short distance between the colliding particles dominates the
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process. Therefore, if asymptotic freedom holds then the pp ECS line is ex-
pected to show a steeper decrease than that of the Coulomb interaction, which
is seen on the left hand side of point A of fig. 1. The data represented in fig. 1
proves that for an energy which is greater than that of point C of fig. 1, the pp
ECS line increases. Hence, the data completely contradict this QCD property.
• A general argument. At point C of fig. 1, the ECS graph changes its inclination.
Here it stops decreasing and begins to increase. This effect proves that for this
energy value, something new shows up in the proton. Now, QCD states that
quarks and gluons are elementary particles that move quite freely inside the
proton’s volume. Therefore, one wonders how can QCD explain why a new
effect shows up for this energy?
Each of these specific points illustrates the general statement of [9], concerning
QCD’s failure to describe the high energy pp cross section data.
4. Concluding Remarks
The following lines describe the logical structure of this work and thereby help
the reader to evaluate its significance.
A construction of a physical theory must assume the validity of some properties
of the physical world. For example, one can hardly imagine how can a person con-
struct the Minkowski space with three spatial dimensions, if he is not allowed to use
experimental data. Referring to the validity of a physical theory, it is well known
that unlike a mathematical theory which is evaluated just by pure logics, a physical
theory must also be consistent with well established experimental data that belong
to its domain of validity. The Occam’s razor principle examines another aspect of a
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theory and prefers a theory that relies on a minimal number of assumptions. Thus,
the Occam’s razor can be regarded as a ”soft” acceptability criterion for a theory.
Following these principles, the assumptions used for the construction of RCMT
and of its application to strong interactions are described below. The first point has
a theoretical character and the rest rely on experimental results that serve as a clue
for understanding the specific structure of baryons.
• A classical regular charge-monopole theory is constructed on the basis of duality
relations between ordinary Maxwellian theory of charges together with their
fields and a monopole system together with its associated fields [2]. (In [1], it is
also required that the theory be derived from a regular Lagrangian density.) Like
ordinary electrodynamics, this theory is derived from the variational principle
where regular expressions are used. Hence, the route to quantum mechanics is
straightforward.
• In RCMT, the value of the elementary monopole unit g is a free parameter.
Like the case of the electric charge, it is assumed that g is quantized. It is also
assumed that its elementary value g2 ≫ e2 ≃ 1/137. (Probably, g2 ≃ 1.)
• It is assumed that strong interactions are interactions between monopoles. The
following points describe the specific systems that carry monopoles.
• It is assumed that quarks are spin 1/2 Dirac particles that carry a unit of
magnetic monopole [11].
• It is assumed that baryons contain three valence quarks. It follows that baryons
must have a core that carries three monopole units of the opposite sign.
• It is assumed that the baryonic core contains closed shells of quarks.
The discussion carried out in [4] and in section 2 of this work explains how RCMT
can be used for providing a qualitative interpretation of the shape of the graph that
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describes the elastic pp scattering data. In particular, an explanation is provided for
the relation between the pre-LHC pp elastic cross section data and the existence of
closed shells of quarks at the baryonic core. It is also explained how the upcoming
LHC data will enrich our understanding of the structure of baryonic closed shells of
quarks by providing information on whether there are just two active closed shells
of u and d quarks or there are many shells having a quite similar energy value and
radial distribution.
QCD’s inherent difficulties to provide an explanation for the high energy pre-
LHC pp scattering data are discussed in the third section. Screening effects of proton’s
quarks are used in the Regular Charge-monopole Theory’s interpretation of the elastic
cross section pp scattering. It is interesting to note that this kind of screening also
provides an automatic explanation for the first EMC effect [12]. This effect compares
the quarks’ Fermi motion in deuteron and iron (as well as other heavy nuclei). The
data show that the Fermi motion is smaller in hevier nuclei. This experimental data
and the Heisenberg uncertainty relations prove that the quarks’ self-volume increases
in heavier nuclei. In spite of the quite long time elapsed, QCD supporters have not
yet provided an adequate explanation for the first EMC effect [13].
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